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INTRODUCTION
In 2012, Champlain College Library enjoyed success
and prestige when we were recognized by the Association of
College and Research Libraries (ACRL) for excellence in
academic libraries at the college level. Riding on the crest of a
wave, the library and our librarians took special meaning in this
recognition particularly as ACRL cited the library's fully
embedded, integrated and scaffolded information literacy
program within our common Core (liberal arts) curriculum as
one example of our excellence. Our innovative, inquiry-based
program reached every student once each semester for the first
three years of students' undergraduate studies. Champlain
College has been able to boast about delivering a fully
embedded, comprehensive information literacy program to
100% of its traditional undergraduate students.
By the following year, however, all things changed.
Curriculum changes within the second year of the Core
curriculum removed common courses and offered students
choice among a wider variety of brand new courses yet to be
developed. While this curriculum change was welcomed by
students, faculty and the wider college, it led to a significant
break within the information literacy program. This break had
significant repercussions. No longer easily able to deliver a
single instructional experience to second year students in both
semesters, we were tasked with re-conceptualizing our
information literacy program.
This change in curriculum presented Champlain
College librarians with two main choices: either increase our
existing instructional efforts by one-third overall, or remove
instruction in the second year entirely, thereby losing an
incremental program and reducing our model to one-shot
sessions delivered in the freshman and junior years. From our

perspective, the latter would be a very last resort; however,
increasing instructional output by one-third seemed an onerous
task that would lead to very significant concerns about burnout
and sustainability. Indeed, in conversations between the library
and the Dean of the Core division, exploring other stand-alone
or optional instructional efforts within the second year was not
an option. Ultimately, the library needed to find a way to fix the
break within our embedded program and tackle scalability and
sustainability issues simultaneously.

STEPS TO A SOLUTION
Crucial to our success in finding a solution was a
teaching hiatus during the 2013 academic year. Although we
had never contemplated the option to stop teaching, the Dean of
Core Division encouraged and approved a teaching hiatus for
us in the second year while a viable solution to the break was
explored. This proved to be vital for a number of reasons, not
least of which being that two vacant librarian positions were
filled with new hires during this time. The hiatus did not mean
that librarians literally stopped teaching, and were doing
nothing. Instead, the entire teaching librarian team devised,
developed, delivered and tested a small number of pilot lessons
for the new second year courses. While these pilot lessons were
all delivered face-to-face, the instructional design is very much
recognized in the blended program that Champlain College
library delivers today. The teaching hiatus and the pilot testing
proved to be a significant and important step to finding a
solution.
Before reaching this solution, however, our librarians
had to make some tough decisions. Tackling the problem of the
one-third increase in demand for instructional delivery, we
began to consider the option of providing online instruction
within the second year of our program. This never felt like an
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option that was fitting for us because our librarians and teaching
faculty highly value the face-to-face interaction that we have
with our students in-class. Over the number of years since the
development of our program, faculty and students alike have
come to see librarians as active partners and teachers within the
classroom. Compromising this entirely within the second year
seemed like it might be more harmful than beneficial. Moving
to an entirely online method of instruction within the second
year was not a good solution for our problem.
Instead, we began to envision what it might look like
if we created a blended or hybridized approach to our second
year offerings. Of the four courses per semester, we created
curriculum maps that would see us design and deliver
instruction in-person for two courses, while the remaining two
courses would be designed and delivered online, using the
College's course management system. By mapping this blended
approach, we were able to see that this blended model would
maintain our in-person instruction commitment at a level that
we were comfortable with, while also allowing us to explore
new territory as online teachers. By taking the time to map the
curriculum in a largely visual way, we were able to decisively
carve a path forward towards a blended model of instruction.

MAPPING OUR STUDENTS – A PICTURE PROFILE
Recognizing that our blended model would mean that
for some students, instruction would be delivered entirely
online within the second year, we also took the time to consider
and map the profile of our students based on our instructional
delivery.

Figure 1: Mapping Student Profiles

Librarians and faculty within Core had lengthy discussions
about these profiles, and ultimately decided that none of the
groups would be receiving a learning experience was that in any
way inferior to the next.

THE LENSED APPROACH
Our new blended model provided us with an
unexpected benefit: increased face-time with our students from
once per semester, to twice. However a new challenge emerged
from this benefit, the challenge of designing and delivering a
unique learning experience across all four sessions each
semester so that students weren’t being taught the same lesson
twice. For the entire second year program, librarians needed to
design instruction for eight separate information literacy
lessons that would stand alone, yet support and complement one
another. We devised a "lensed" approach: By adopting one
overall arc or theme per semester, librarians designed four sets
of unique, distinct lessons based on these arcs. For the Fall
semester the arc would be ethical use of information, while in
Spring, the arc would be research strategies. This lensed method
allowed us to closely tie broader information literacy themes
into specific content of the individual courses. For example, for
the Fall Aesthetic Expressions class, librarians delivered a
lesson that would ask students to consider the ethics of mashups or new artistic formats using older artistic materials merged
and blended together. In the Ethics and the Environment class
of the same semester, librarians designed a session that looked
at a case of using blockbuster movie computer-generated
footage without credit in a documentary about climate change.
Both lessons addressed the arc of ethical use of information, but
through the lens of the Core course. This lensed-based approach
has allowed us to truly embed information literacy within
subject in an integrated way.
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By doing this, we realized that we were creating three
distinct types of students: - Student A, who would receive
instruction entirely in-person; Student B, who would receive
instruction entirely online; and Student C, who would receive a
mixture of both in-person and online instruction. As our newly
blended model ensured that there was instruction within all
eight of the second year courses, we successfully managed to
avoid Student type D—those who received no instruction.
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Librarians continued our successful use of inquirybased learning and designed online instruction that would
prompt students to probe and discuss wider questions and ideas
around our themes. Designing inquiry for online delivery felt
like a tall order. However, following best practice guidelines,
we designed lessons that were concise, clear and very directive
for students. The lessons used specifically designed video
triggers, prompts and questions. Students were asked to respond
to the prompts through online discussion boards within their
course management system. By structuring and prompting
students in this clear way, no further monitoring or moderating
was required. In fact, while librarians are fully aware that some
in-person students choose to take a silent or quieter role, we
observed students in our online sessions contributing in greater
numbers. More importantly, almost all students chose to
respond to prompts and triggers in rich and meaningful ways,
often posting responses that were lengthy, insightful, and
varied. We have begun to consider whether the quiet in-class
student might show greater confidence and be more willing to
contribute in a safer, less risky online classroom.
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Faculty response has been incredibly favorable
towards our new model also. One Core professor has told us
that our online mash-up lesson has led to his students coming
back into his classroom asking for further discussion on the
topic of mash-ups. "I can't emphasize enough how exciting it is
to have students so inspired by information literacy - really
engaging with the myriad ways they access and use information
and recognizing the deeper socio-cultural implications of our
Information Age." In addition, response from the Dean of the
Core division has also been very positive: "the new, blended
model infuses new vitality into instruction. It's stronger than
their original award-winning efforts and they have created a
design that is not only workable, but is creative and elegant."

a finite, finished project—it lives and breathes.
forward to continuing down the road.

We look

ASSESSING BLENDED LEARNING – LIBRARY
LEADERS
Assessing the effectiveness and efficiency of online
and blended instruction is a top priority for us. By designing
and producing our blended program, Champlain College
Library has the opportunity to become a leader in the
assessment of online and blended learning, not only for
information literacy instruction, but for wider teaching. Indeed,
Champlain College library will use the next academic year to
investigate the effectiveness of online and blended learning on
student performance in information literacy.

CONCLUSION
So where does all this bring us? It’s been a winding
road, and likely will continue to be, and we won’t know what’s
around every corner. But we can say that we now know we can
tackle unexpected and destructive curveballs and come through
in one piece. We have learned the value of taking a hiatus,
which is a concept we never would have considered before this.
We have also begun to explore new partnerships outside the
Core division, with the idea that both our instruction and
assessment efforts may integrate well in our professional
majors. And we have begun conversations with our adult
education Continuing Professional Studies division with the
idea of integrating information literacy instruction in their
courses, which are primarily online. In addition, we expect to
continue our efforts to really assess and evaluate this newly
developed approach.
We view this as a very sustainable approach. While
we began exploring it out of necessity ("They broke our IL
program!"), we are already planning to carry it forward
intentionally in additional courses. We also believe that this
approach may give us the capability to expand IL instruction in
the context of other curricular programs in ways we hadn't
originally envisioned. Based on our experience using open
access tools and the college's existing learning management
system, we are confident that other libraries could easily adapt
this model with equal success.
Overall, with the development of this approach, we are
in a new space, and our students are in a new space. This is not
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